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The goal of this paper is to outline the ore of a new minimalist analysis of a usative
vs. ergative patterns of argument en oding (via ase marking or agreement). The
entral observation is that indetermina ies may arise in the appli ation of the two
elementary operations Merge and Agree (see Chomsky (2000; 2001)), given that they
both obey an Earliness requirement (see Pesetsky (1989)); and the entral laim I
would like to put forward is that a prin ipled resolution of one su h indetermina y
(on the vP y le) in one or the other dire tion yields an a usative or ergative
en oding pattern for arguments. The analysis an be extended so as to over various
types of splits that have been noted in the literature (among them tense/aspe tbased splits and lause type-based splits).

1. Argument En oding Patterns
There are two basi en oding patterns for external and internal argument DPs
(DPext , DPint ) of transitive and intransitive verbs (Vt , Vi ) that are not lexi ally
marked. In an a usative pattern, DPint of Vt is en oded by a usative morphology;
DPext of Vt and Vi , and DPint of Vi are en oded by nominative morphology. In ontrast, in a (pure) ergative pattern, DPext of Vt is en oded by ergative morphology;
DPext of Vi , and DPint of Vt and Vi are en oded by absolutive morphology. This is
illustrated s hemati ally in (1) (see Plank (1995)).
(1)

a. A usative marking

b. Ergative marking

DPext -Vi DPint -Vi
DPext -Vt DPint -Vt
nom
a

DPext -Vi DPint -Vi
DPext -Vt DPint -Vt
erg
abs

Argument en oding an pro eed by ase-marking on the DP argument (`dependentmarking') or by agreement-marking on the verb (`head-marking'); see Ni hols (1986),
Baker (1996). I take this issue to be orthogonal to the hoi e of en oding pattern as
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su h, and will use the terms `a usative', `nominative', `ergative', and `absolutive'
indis riminately for ase- and agreement-marking throughout this paper, with ase
as a over term for both.1 In what follows, I give examples instantiating ea h of the
four language types that result from ross- lassifying type (a usative vs. ergative)
and and pla e ( ase vs. agreement) of argument en oding.
The I elandi examples in (2) illustrate an a usative ase-marking pattern.
DPint of Vt is marked by a usative; other primary arguments re eive nominative.
(2) a. Sól-Ø=in
skín-Ø
sun-sg.nom=det.sg.fem.nom shine-3.sg
`The sun is shining.'
(Kress (1982, 263))
b. Ólaf-ur
byrja-ð-i
of sein-t
Olaf-sg.nom begin-past-3.sg too late-3.sg.neut
`Olaf began too late.'
. Ólaf-ur
las-Ø
bók-Ø=ina
Olaf-sg.nom read.past-3.sg book-sg.a =det.sg.fem.a
`Olaf read the book.'
(SigurDsson (2002, 698))
An a usative pattern that relies on agreement-marking an be found in Navajo. An
intransitive ontext is given in (3-a), transitive ontexts are shown in (3-b ). Again,
DPint of Vt is en oded by one type of morphologi al marker (a usative), whereas
all other primary arguments are en oded by another marker (nominative).2
(3) a. (Y)i-sh- ha
Ø-1.sg.nom- ry
`I am rying.'
b. Ni-sh- h'id
2.sg.a -1.sg.nom-s rat h
`I am s rat hing you.'
. Shí-í-ní-gháád
1.sg.a -perf-2.sg.nom-shake
`You shook me.'

(Speas (1990, 209))

A language that instantiates an ergative ase-marking pattern in a relatively pure
way is Ar hi (North-Cau asian, Daghestanian; see Kibrik (1979)). DPext of Vt
is singled out and marked by ergative ase; all other primary arguments re eive
1 This extension of the traditional ase terminology to agreement-marking may be more ommon
for ergative systems than for a

usative systems; see, e.g., Bi kel & Ni hols (2001).

2 Overt argument DPs are usually optional in head-marking languages; I assume that primary
arguments are nevertheless present in the syntax here, in the form of empty DP pronouns (see
Baker (1996), Bruening (2001) for some of the options that arise under this general view). The
Navajo agreement markers are usually
glossed here with the labels
addition to

ase.

nom

and

alled `subje t' and `obje t' markers in the literature, and

a

; they are fusional and en ode person and number in
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absolutive ase. (4-a) provides an intransitive ontext, (4-b) a transitive one.3
(4) a. Dija-Ø
w-irx◦ in
father:I-sg.abs I.sg-work
`Father is working.'
b-ar-²i
b-i
b. Dija-mu
x◦ alli-Ø
father:I-sg.erg bread:III-sg.abs III.sg-bake-ger III.sg-Aux
`Father is baking the bread.'
(Kibrik (1979, 67))
Finally, Sierra Popolu a (Meso-Ameri an, Mixe-Zoque; see Elson (1960), Marlett
(1986)) exhibits an ergative en oding pattern that relies on agreement-marking.
DPext of Vt is en oded by one type of agreement marker (ergative); all other primary
arguments are en oded by another type of agreement marker (absolutive).4 (5-ab)
illustrate intransitive ontexts; (5- d) provide transitive ontexts.
(5) a. A-n1k-pa
1.abs-go-in
`I am going.'
b. A-p1:²iñ
1.abs-man
`I am a man.'
. A-Ø-ko¼ -pa
1.abs-3.erg-hit-in
`He is hitting me.'
d. Ø-AN-ko¼ -pa
3.abs-1.erg-hit-in
`I am hitting him.'

(Marlett (1986, 364))

(Elson (1960, 208))

These examples may su e as an illustration of the two basi argument en oding patterns, by ase-marking and by agreement-marking. Needless to say, loser
s rutiny reveals the a tual situation to be more involved in all four languages, with
various interfering fa tors emerging that blur the simple pi ture arising on the basis
of the data presented here. Still, the ore of the systems of argument en oding in
these languages is either (1-a) or (1-b), and these two patterns need to be derived
in a simple and general way. What follows is an attempt to do this by resolving
an indetermina y in the appli ation of elementary minimalist operations that an
independently be observed.
3 I, III are noun

lasses (there are eight);

ase markers bear number information (Kibrik (2003,

53 )).

4 The agreement markers also indi ate person, but not number; the latter plays a minor role in
Sierra Popolu a morphology (Elson (1960, 209/218)).
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2. A Case of Indetermina y on the vP Cy le
Let me begin with some ba kground assumptions (based on Chomsky (2000; 2001;
2005a;b)). Assume that synta ti stru ture is reated in rementally, bottom-up, by
the elementary operations Merge and Agree, and by Move (whi h may or may not
be a spe ial ase of Merge  e.g., internal Merge , and whi h will not play a major
role in what follows). For present purposes, the operations Merge and Agree an be
understood as in (6) and (7), respe tively.5

Merge:

(6)

α an be merged with β , forming a proje tion of α, if α bears a sub ategorization
feature [•F•℄ and F is the label of β .
A ording to (6), Merge operations do not ome for free (as assumed by Chomsky
(2001; 2005a), among others). Rather, they are driven by sub ategorization features
(whi h I note here as [•F•℄, following He k & Müller (2007)); see Svenonius (1994),
Collins (2003), Adger (2003), Le hner (2004), Kobele (2006) Sternefeld (2006), and
Pesetsky & Torrego (2006).6

Agree:

(7)

α an agree with β with respe t to a feature bundle Γ i (a), (b), and ( ) hold:
a. α bears a probe feature [∗F∗℄ in Γ, β bears a mat hing goal feature [F℄ in
Γ .7
b. α m- ommands β .8
. There is no δ su h that (i) and (ii) hold:
(i) δ is loser to α than β .9
(ii) δ bears a feature [F℄ that has not yet parti ipated in Agree.
5 In (6) and in (7),

α, β , δ

stand for

ategories.

6 Merge of adverbs may or may not require additional assumptions on this approa h; not mu h
depends on this in the present

ontext, though.

7 Starring a feature indi ates its probe status, here and in what follows; see Roberts & Roussou
(2002), Adger (2003), and Sternefeld (2006) for this kind of notational devi e.

8 This permits an Agree relation between a head and its spe ier, as seems natural. This assumtion
will turn out to be

ru ial for the analysis. It should be noted, though, that Chomsky (2001; 2005a)

expli itly reje ts su h a possibility.

9

δ

is

loser to

α

than

β

if the path from

from X to Y is the set of

δ

to

α

is shorter than the path from

β

to

α.

The path

ategories Z su h that (a) and (b) hold: (a) Z is reexively dominated

by the minimal XP that dominates both X and Y. (b) Z dominates X or Y. (See Müller (1998,
130); also
its

f. Pesetsky (1982, 289), Collins (1994, 56).) The length of a path is determined by

ardinality. It follows that the spe ier and the

to the head; and that the spe ier of a head is
embedded in the

omplement of a head qualify as equally

loser to the head than a

omplement of the head.
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lose

ategory that is further

Thus, Agree operations are driven by a probe seeking a goal (7-a), require mommand (7-b), and obey minimality (7- ). I assume that Agree needs only identity
of probe and goal features to apply, and an thus apply if probe and goal dier in
their feature value (i.e., if the feature spe i ations are dierent); but if it does so,
it is unsu essful and reates a rash of the derivation.10
Suppose further (following Chomsky (2000; 2001)) that the basi lause stru ture
onsists of CP, TP, vP, and VP; that lexi al items that are to parti ipate in derivations are sele ted from the lexi on pre-synta ti ally, and assembled in a numeration
N (or lexi al array); that DPint is merged in VP, whereas DPext is merged in vP,
as a spe ier; and, nally, that T and v are involved in the stru tural en oding of
primary arguments (i.e., DPext and DPint arguments for whi h no inherent/lexi al
ase is spe ied), by bearing features that a t as probes and thus trigger Agree
operations.
More spe i ally, I will assume that that there is only one stru tural argument
en oding feature, ase, whi h an have two values: ext(ernal) and int(ernal) (determined with respe t to vP, the predi ate domain). The feature spe i ations
[ ase:ext℄ and [ ase:int℄ repla e the traditional feature spe i ations [ ase:nom℄,
[ ase:a ℄, [ ase:abs℄, [ ase:erg℄. [ ase℄ features gure in Agree relations involving T/v and DP, where T bears a probe [∗ ase:ext∗℄ requiring a mat hing [ ase:ext℄
goal on DP, and v bears a probe [∗ ase:int∗℄ requiring a mat hing [ ase:int℄ goal
on DP.11 Case-marking and agreement-marking both depend on an Agree relation
between T/v and DP, and thus qualify as two sides of the same oin (see, e.g.,
Bobaljik & Wurmbrand (2003)): Argument en oding pro eeds by ase marking if
[ ase:α℄ is morphologi ally realized on DP; it pro eeds by agreement-marking if
10 This implies a

he king (rather than valuation) approa h to Agree. However, all that follows

would in prin iple also be

ompatible with a valuation approa h; see He k & Müller (2007).

11 This deviates from Chomsky (2001, 6). Still, what follows would in its essentials also be ompatible with the assumption that some other features (e.g.,
Agree with DP, and
further assumes that

ase is part of the feature
ase is `not a feature of

pends on the probe: nominative for T, a

bundle
[...℄

Φ-features) on T/v a t as probes for ing
Γ in the sense of (7). However, Chomsky

T, v' (even though `the value assigned de-

usative for v'), whi h might raise questions

agreement-marking under present assumptions.
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on erning

α∗℄ is morphologi ally realized on T/v.12 , 13
Independently of these spe i assumptions about the values of ase, it is a
onspi uous property of the overall system that v (unlike T or V) plays a dual role:
It parti ipates in a (rst) Merge operation with a DP, and it also parti ipates in
an Agree relation with a DP. I will now argue that this dual role has far-rea hing
onsequen es for the nature of argument en oding in a language.
Consider rst a simple transitive ontext, with two arguments DPint , DPext .
Suppose that the derivation has rea hed a stage Σ where v has been merged with a
VP ontaining DPint , with DPext waiting to be merged with v in the workspa e of the
derivation.14 At this point, an indetermina y in rule appli ation arises: The next
operation ould be either Agree(v,DPint ) or Merge(DPext ,v). Based on e onomy
onsiderations, Chomsky (2001) proposes an Earliness requirement for synta ti
operations (see Pesetsky (1989)).15 Given Earliness, operations like Merge and Agree
must apply as soon as their stru tural onditions are met, whi h they both are at
stage Σ in the derivation under onsideration. Consequently, there is a dilemma:
Only one operation an apply rst, as required by Earliness. In view of this, one
might on lude that an Earliness requirement should be abandoned for either Merge
or Agree, so as to resolve the indetermina y. However, su h a step would make it
ne essary to deny all empiri al relevan e of Earliness for one of the two operations,
[∗

ase:

12 The two options are not mutually in ompatible and often
language ( f., e.g., nominative en oding via

o-exist to some extent in a single

ase and agreement in I elandi ); but see Ni hols

(1986) for some distributional asymmetries. In languages that employ both
the en oding patterns

an sometimes be mixed, su h that, e.g.,

en oding pattern, and agreement involves an a
take the

ase and agreement,

ase marking involves an ergative

usative en oding pattern. In these

ases, I will

ase marking pattern to be primary. For now, I will have to leave open the question of

whi h additional assumptions are ne essary (in the approa h to be developed below) to derive the
diverging agreement pattern.

13 Morphologi al agreement marking on T/v requires omplex head formation (involving T, v, V),
at least in the languages under

onsideration. I assume that this is a

(and, perhaps, head lowering), followed by post-synta ti

omplished by head movement

insertion of agreement markers into T/v

(Halle & Marantz (1993)). See Embi k & Noyer (2001), Bobaljik (2002) for dis ussion of the role of
head movement in this; and Müller (2006) for an a

ount of the morphology of agreement-marking

in Sierra Popolu a along these lines.

14 The workspa e of the derivation omprises items in the numeration and phrases that have been
reated independently; DPext belongs to the former if it is a bare lexi al item, and to the latter
if it has been

reated via Merge. See, among others, Frampton & Gutman (1999) and Hornstein

(2001) for relevant dis ussion.

15 See Chomsky (2001, 15): With the motivation for Pro rastinate gone, onsiderations of e ient
omputation would lead us to expe t something like the opposite: Perform
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omputations as qui kly

and it would also be at varian e with the e onomy-based motivation.16 In ontrast,
I would like to ontend that oni ts of this type are real, and must be resolved in
a language by giving one Earliness requirement priority over the other in the ase
of oni t  in other words, by ranking the two requirements.17 It turns out that
this not only resolves the indetermina y en ountered on the vP y le; it is in fa t
all that needs to be assumed to derive the ore dieren e between a usative and
ergative en oding patterns.

3. Transitive Contexts: The Order of Elementary Operations
Suppose rst that a language gives priority to the Earliness ondition on Agree in
the ase of oni t. Then, an a usative pattern arises (see (8-a)): At stage Σ,
Agree(v,DPint ) applies rst (step (i)). Sin e v is marked [∗ ase:int∗℄, this ensures a
[ ase:int℄ spe i ation on DPint . If DPint is spe ied as [ ase:ext℄, Agree(v,DPint )
applies unsu essfully, and the derivation rashes.18 DPext is merged in Spe v in the
next step (step (ii)). The derivation ontinues, merging T and vP, and then arrying
out Agree(T,DPext ), whi h requires [ ase:ext℄ on DPext (step (iii)). The morphologi al realization of an internal en oding feature [(∗) ase:int(∗)℄ with Agree(v,DPint )
(by ase or agreement) an be alled a usative; the morphologi al realization of an
external en oding feature [(∗) ase:ext(∗)℄ with Agree(T,DPext ) an be alled nominative. This a ounts for argument en oding in transitive ontexts in languages like
I elandi and Navajo: The internal argument is marked by the internal ase, the
external argument is marked by the external ase.19
as possible.

16 Reza (2003, 158), in dis ussing stage

Σ,

ta itly presupposes that Earliness holds only for Agree

(even though he envisages Agree(v,DPext ) as a general possibility underlying

ases of `agreement

displa ement'). However, there is empiri al eviden e for an Earliness requirement for Merge, and
su h a requirement has been assumed in pra ti e;

f.

the dis ussion of Merge before Move in

Chomsky (1995; 2000; 2001).

17 This amounts to an optimization pro edure, with minimal violability of the lower-ranked requirement; see Prin e & Smolensky (1993). However, the optimization involved here is extremely
lo al ( ompeting

andidates are derivational steps), whi h avoids the

omplexity problems in urred

by standard optimization pro edures; see He k & Müller (2000; 2003). Note also that the same
kind of lo al optimization pro edure underlies the Merge before Move prin iple.

18 Re all that I have adopted a he king approa h to Agree relations like
a valuation approa h). Under a valuation approa h, a v marked [∗
instantiate [

ase:int℄ on DPint (thereby raising questions for

ase assignment (and not
ase:int∗℄ would automati ally

orrelations between interpretatibility

and valuation that are standardly assumed), so that the problemati
ould not arise in the rst pla e. As noted, the issue of

(non-mat hing) situation

he king vs. valuation is irrelevant for the

approa h to variation in argument en oding adopted here.

19 In all languages dis ussed in this se tion, Agree triggered by [∗
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ase:α∗℄ also ae

ts

Φ-features.

In ontrast, suppose now that a language gives priority to the Earliness ondition
on Merge. Then, an ergative pattern arises (see (8-b)): At stage Σ, Merge(DPext ,v)
must apply rst (step (i)). Cru ially, DPext is now loser to v than DPint ( f. note
9), and given that Agree relations are subje t to a minimality requirement and require only m- ommand by the probe (see (7)), the next operation will have to be
Agree(v,DPext ), in a spe ier/head onguration (step (ii)). This requires [ ase:int℄
on DPext . Subsequently, T is merged, and Agree(T,DPint ) is arried out (step (iii)),
with [ ase:ext℄ for DPint .20 The morphologi al realization of an internal en oding
feature [(∗) ase:int(∗)℄ with Agree(v,DPext ) an be alled ergative; the morphologial realization of an external en oding feature [(∗) ase:ext(∗)℄ with Agree(T,DPint )
an be alled absolutive. This a ounts for argument en oding in transitive ontexts
in languages like Ar hi and Sierra Popolu a: The internal argument is marked by
the external ase; the external argument is marked by the internal ase.21
(8) a.

Agree before Merge: a usative

b.

Merge before Agree: ergative
TP

TP

T′

T′
T[∗c:ext∗]

vP

T[∗c:ext∗]

DPext
(iii)

v′
v[∗c:int∗]

(ii)

vP
DPext

VP
V

(i)
DPint

v′
v[∗c:int∗]

(iii)

(ii)

VP
V

DPint

(i)
To sum up so far, I have proposed an a ount of the dieren e between ergative
and a usative systems of argument en oding in transitive ontexts that has the following properties (whi h, taken together, set it apart from all alternative analyses
20 This Agree operation is just lo al enough to be in a

ordan e with the liberal version of the Phase

Impenetrability Condition (PIC) in Chomsky (2001, 14) (or with the `alternative' interpretation of
the PIC that is available to languages; see Ri hards (2004; 2007)). (Also, DPext does not intervene,
given (7- )).

21 Some remarks are due on how the present approa h is related to other analyses that identify
a dieren e in stru tural

ase

assignment as the sour e of the two basi

argument en oding

types (as opposed to dieren es in proje tion, as in Marantz (1984), or dieren es in lexi al

ase

assignment, as in Nash (1996), Alexiadou (2001), and Woolford (2001)). The analyses in Levin &
Massam (1985), Chomsky (1995,

h.3), Bobaljik (1993), Laka (1993), Reza

(2003), and Bobaljik

& Branigan (2006) dier from the one given here in that ergative is identied with nominative, and
absolutive with a
ergative and a

usative. Bittner & Hale (1996b) identify absolutive and nominative but treat

usative dierently. The

losest prede essor of the present proposal is the analysis

in Murasugi (1992) (also see Jelinek (1993), Ura (2000; 2006)), where nominative is identied with
absolutive, and ergative with a

usative.
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I am aware of; see footnote 21): First, the proje tion of arguments is identi al in
both en oding systems. Se ond, no semanti ally irrelevant proje tions (like AgrS P,
AgrO P, et .) need to be assumed, in line with the program laid out in Chomsky
(1995). Third, ase determination is independent of movement. Fourth, the analysis identies erg with a , and abs with nom. The former ases are internal (to
vP); the latter ones are external.22 Finally, it is worth pointing out that no re ourse
is made to arbitrary parametrizations  the indetermina y in rule appli ation on the
vP y le arises independently, and Earliness requirements are independently motivated for synta ti operations, so some resolution of the kind sket hed here must be
assumed anyway.23

4. Intransitive Contexts: Case Feature Spe i ations in Numerations
Consider next intransitive ontexts. Un he ked probes lead to a rash of the derivation; hen e, [∗ ase:α∗℄ must be absent on either T or v in the derivation if only one
DP is present that provides a mat hing goal feature spe i ation [ ase:α℄. Thus,
again, there is an indetermina y, and again, the problem arises independently of spe22 Independent eviden e for this treatment of ergative and absolutive as essentially identi al ases
may

ome from the fa t that nominative and absolutive are generally morphologi ally less marked

than ergative and a

usative (see Comrie (1989, 126), Dixon (1994, 11); and Cysouw et al. (2006)

for the ex eption to the rule). In the present approa h, this
morphologi al realization of internal stru tural

ase (i.e., T-related
where T is

ase

an be interpreted as a preferen e for

(i.e., v-related

ase). However, this argument may not be

ase) over external stru tural

on lusive. Adopting an approa h

onsidered responsible for nominative and ergative, and v for a

Chomsky (1993) suggests that the

usative and absolutive,

orre t generalization with respe t to morphologi al realization

might be that the a tive element typi ally assigns a less-marked Case to its Spe . A similar kind
of approa h is developed by Bobaljik (1993), based on an Obligatory Case Parameter. A
to this parameter, one of the two
tory

ase is the

ore

ases is obligatory.

In a

ording

usative languages, the obliga-

ase assigned by AgrS /T (nominative/ergative); in ergative languages, it is the

ase assigned by AGRO /v (a

usative/absolutive). With respe t to the morphologi al realization

asymmetry, Bobaljik (1993, 51) states: Presumably, the observed morphologi al tenden y towards
null morphology for these Cases [i.e., nominative and absolutive℄ is a ree tion of this obligatory
status.

23 In
a

ontrast, existing analyses that share the same basi

hara terization of

usative, and absolutive as nominative) need to resort to spe i

motivation.

Thus, Murasugi (1992) assumes that the basi
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ases (ergative as

parameters without independent

argument en oding parameter

an

i assumptions about ase feature values.24 I will suggest that several prin ipled
solutions are available.
Consider a derivation that fails to provide a mat hing goal feature spe i ation
for ea h probe feature spe i ation that it employs. Su h a derivation is doomed
from the start. It should therefore be ex luded in some general way. A pla e
where this an be ensured straightforwardly is the numeration  a omponent of
grammar that does not yet involve stru ture (outside of individual lexi al items) but
provides just enough information to formulate onstraints that redu e the number
of unsu essful derivations. For on reteness, I assume the following onstraint on
numerations:25
(9)

Feature Balan e:
For every feature spe i ation [∗F:α∗℄, there must be a mat hing feature spe i ation [F:α℄.

It follows that either [∗ ase:ext∗℄ on T or [∗ ase:int∗℄ on v must be absent if
there is only one D with a ase feature in the numeration. But whi h of the two?
One possibility is suggested by markedness onsiderations: [(∗) ase:ext(∗)℄ (nominative/absolutive) is unmarked, [(∗) ase:int(∗)℄ (a usative/ergative) is marked,
both from a synta ti and from a morphologi al point of view. Synta ti ally, nominative/absolutive is the type of ase used in default ontexts. Morphologi ally,
at least as a robust tenden y, nominative and absolutive markers are segmentally
less omplex than a usative and ergative markers (see footnote 22). Thus, assume
that (9) is respe ted in intransitive ontexts by maintaining the unmarked feature
spe i ation. Then, [∗ ase:ext∗℄ on T has to show up, and [∗ ase:int∗℄ annot
be instantiated on v in the numeration.26 Consequently, the sole argument of an
ultimately be redu ed to the question of whether T or v (or, in her terms: AgrS or AgrO ) is strong
(also re all Chomsky's (1995) notion of a tive fun tional head); but there is no morphologi al
orrelate on the fun tional head asso iated with this notion of strength. Alternatively, Ura (2006)
assumes that the ergative parameter

onsists in whether or not an external argument in Spe v

undergo Agree in a base-generated position  if it

an,

24 A faithfully updated version of Burzio's generalization (v
DPext ,

an

ase is assigned to it by v, if not, by T.
an bear [∗

ase:int∗℄

i V takes a

f. Burzio (1986, 185)) would still require an auxiliary assumption to derive the patterns

in (1) (the problem is to ensure that DPext of Vi

annot be marked by a

usative/ergative).

25 This onstraint may possibly be on eived of as a spe ial ase of a more general requirement for
numerations, whi h, e.g., might also ensure the presen e of exa tly
as arguments for every

n-pla e predi ate (essentially, a version of the Θ-Criterion). Also

Stabler's (1996) dis ussion of

26 Alternatively: [∗
(nite) T and v bear
ation if

n lexi al items that

an serve
ompare

ount invariants.

ase:int∗℄ is deleted on
ase features as a lexi

v in the numeration.
al property, whi h

onstraints like Feature Balan e for e this; or that
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One may either assume that

an then be deleted in the numer-

ase

features are inserted on T and

intransitive predi ate (DPext or Dint ) is predi ted to be en oded by [(∗) ase:ext(∗)℄
(nominative/absolutive), after Agree(T,DPext ) or Agree(T,DPint ), whi h aptures
the situation in the types of language dis ussed so far.
However, suppose now that there is a se ond way for a language to respe t (9): In
the numeration, a ase feature spe i ation must be mat hed by the argument type
of a D with respe t to markedness; this an be viewed as an i oni ity onstraint on
numerations. The unmarked situation for an argument of a predi ate is to be merged
in that predi ate's proje tion; `externalization' of an argument an be viewed as a
spe ial operation in argument stru tures (see, e.g., Williams (1981)) whi h has the
ee t that the sub ategorization feature [•D•℄ introdu ing an external argument is
lo ated on v rather than on V. Consequently, with respe t to argument type, DPext
is inherently more marked than a DPint . Under this assumption, a marked feature
spe i ation ([∗ ase:int∗℄ on v) must show up in the numeration in the presen e
of a V taking an marked argument (DPext ), and an unmarked feature spe i ation
([∗ ase:ext∗℄ on T) o urs in the presen e of a V taking an unmarked argument
(DPint ). A language that hooses this option does not dier from the languages
onsidered thus far in transitive ontexts, but it does in intransitive ontexts. Suppose that su h a language exhibits an ergative marking pattern (by giving priority
to Merge over Agree on the vP y le). Then, DPint undergoes an Agree(T,DPint )
operation and is en oded by absolutive in intransitive ontexts, whereas DPext parti ipates in Agree(v,DPext ) and is en oded by ergative. This way, an `a tive' system
of split ergativity arises; see (10).
(10)

A tive ergative marking
DPext -Vi
DPint -Vi
DPext -Vt
DPint -Vt
erg
abs

Again restri ting attention to the ore system, (10-a) is instantiated in languages
like Basque (with ase) and Guaraní (with agreement); see (11), (12), respe tively.
(11) a. Jon-Ø etorri
Jon-abs ome:pt
`Jon ame.'
b. Jon-ek saltatu
Jon-erg jump:pt
`Jon jumped.'

p.prf

da
is:3.sg.intr

p.prf

du
have:3.sg.tr

v in the numeration by redundan y rules, whi h
Balan e. It is hard to see how the two options
of

an then be blo ked by

onstraints like Feature

ould make a dieren e empiri ally; for the sake

on reteness, I presuppose the se ond (arguably somewhat simpler) approa h, here and in what

follows.
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. Jon-ek ardo-a-Ø
ekarri
du
Jon-erg wine-det-abs bring:pt p.prf have:3.sg.tr
`Jon brought the wine.'
(Hualde & Ortiz de Urbina (2003, 364))
(12) a. e-manu¼a
1.sg.abs-remember
`I remember.'
b. A-ma.apo
1.sg.erg-work
`I work.'
. Ø-Ai-pete
3.sg.abs-1.sg.erg-hit
`I hit him.'

(Gregores & Suárez (1967))

The present analysis does not per se ex lude an `anti-a tive' pattern, as in (13).
Anti-a tive marking would arise in an a usative system that instantiates (or preserves) the ase feature spe i ation mat hing the argument type in markedness in
intransitive ontexts (rather than the ase feature spe i ation that is unmarked);
it diers from the a usative pattern in (1-a) in en oding DPext of Vi by a usative.
This type of en oding pattern does not seem to o ur. However, there is an obvious
problem with (10-b) (see Be hert (1979)): In an anti-a tive pattern, there is not a
single impli ational relation between ase feature spe i ation and argument type.
Consequently, the pattern is extremely dysfun tional and poses severe di ulties
for language a quisition.27
(13)

Anti-a tive a usative marking
DPint -Vi
DPext -Vi
DPext -Vt
nom

DPint -Vt
a

Finally, there ould be a third prin ipled way of sele ting a unique ase feature in
intransitive ontexts in order to respe t (9) (next to instantiation of the unmarked
ase feature, and instantiation of the i oni
ase feature). Suppose that, in an
a usative system (that gives priority to Agree over Merge on the vP level), the
internal ase feature shows up with internal arguments, and the external ase
feature shows up with external arguments; i.e., there is a mat hing requirement not
with respe t to markedness (marked argument type orresponds to marked ase
feature), but with respe t to status (external argument orresponds to external ase
feature). This will give rise to an a tive a usative pattern, as in (14): v's ase
27 This may imply that the pattern is in prin iple available to the language fa ulty but unusable in
pra ti e, or that optimal design restri tions prevent it from being available in the rst pla e (e.g.,
by requiring unambiguity of argument identi ation); I will leave this open.
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feature not only determines the ase of the internal argument in transitive ontexts;
it is also sele ted for internal arguments in intransitive ontexts. In ontrast, T's
ase feature en odes the external argument both in transitive ontexts (where v's
ase feature has already been dis harged when the external argument is merged),
and in intransitive ontexts (the external ase feature is preserved for an external
argument).
(14)

A tive a usative marking
DPext -Vi
DPint -Vi
DPext -Vt
nom

DPint -Vt
a

Su h an en oding pattern is distributionally identi al to an a tive ergative pattern.
Eviden e distinguishing an a tive ergative from an a tive a usative pattern will then
have to ome from independent sour es (among them morphologi al realization and
synta ti ergativity). Plausible andidates for languages instantiating su h an a tive
a usative pattern in lude Eastern Pomo (extin t; Hokan, California) and A ehnese
(Austronesian, Northern Sumatra); see Bittner & Hale (1996b). Relevant examples
from Eastern Pomo are given in (15).
(15) a. Míip
míip-al sáaka
he.nom him-a
killed
`He killed him.'
b. Míip-al xáa
baakúma
him-a
in the water fell
`He fell in the water (a identally).'
. Míip
káluhuya
he.nom went home
`He went home.'
We have seen above that the preservation of the i oni
ase feature leads to a
dysfun tional anti-a tive en oding pattern in a usative language types. Similarly,
the question arises as to what happens with a preservation of the status-mat hing
ase feature in ergative language types. The answer is straightforward: This way,
an anti-a tive ergative en oding pattern will arise that is just as dysfun tional as its
a usative ounterpart; see (16).
(16)

Anti-a tive ergative marking
DPint -Vi
DPext -Vi
DPext -Vt
erg

DPint -Vt
abs

Thus, we may on lude that there are three major strategies to omply with requirement (9) in intransitive ontexts: Either the unmarked ase feature is preserved in
13

numerations (whi h derives the anoni al ergative and a usative marking patterns);
or the ase feature is maintained that mat hes the sole remaining argument DP in
either i oni ity (yielding an a tive ergative pattern and a dysfun tional anti-a tive
a usative patten) or status (yielding an a tive a usative pattern and a dysfun tional anti-a tive ergative pattern). One may spe ulate that the latter two strategies
represent more marked options.28

5. Further Cases of Split Ergativity
There are other instan es of split ergativity, in addition to an a tive marking pattern
 most notably, tense/aspe t-based split ergativitiy, as in Burushaski (see Dixon
(1994, 97-101), Georgian (see Comrie (1978), Nash (1996), Ura (2006)), and Hindi
(see Mahajan (1990)); lause-type based split ergativity, as in Sierra Popolu a (see
Elson (1960)); and person-based split ergativity, as in Dyirbal (see Dixon (1994)).
The goal of this se tion is to show how these further ases of split ergativity an
be integrated into the present analysis. To this end, I will rst present a minimally
dierent version of the approa h laid out in se tion 2 above; the reason for this will
be ome lear when I turn to tense/aspe t-based split ergativity in Hindi after that.

5.1. Feature Hierar hies
Re all the Agree/Merge indetermina y problem at stage Σ on the vP level: v has
both a sub ategorization feature [•D•℄ that introdu es the external argument, and
a ase feature [∗ ase:int∗℄ that is responsible for the realization of internal ase
(ergative/a usative). Given Earliness requirements for Merge and Agree, a oni t
28 It has sometimes been suggested that a tive en oding patterns do not a tually exist but rather
represent instan es of systemati , hidden transitivity. See, e.g., Bobaljik (1993), Laka (1993), Nash
(1996), and Bittner & Hale (1996a;b), among others. On this view, what looks like an intransitive
ontext with ergative marking in languages like Basque, Guaraní, Hindi, and Georgian is really a
transitive

ontext with a hidden internal argument (whi h

an, e.g., be overtly realized as a

ognate

obje t); sometimes the presen e of the internal argument is suggested by overt agreement mor-

′
phology (e.g., in Basque). Pure ergative en oding patterns, as in languages like Ar hi, Yup ik, and
Sierra Popolu a, may then arise be ause the internal argument of the relevant verbs is in orporated
into V; as a result, V would be ome intransitive.
I am skepti al that su h an approa h
instru tive to note that a

an

over all

ases of a tive en oding patterns. (It is also

on ept of hidden transitivity is not invoked in optimality-theoreti

approa hes like Kiparsky (1999), Stiebels (2000; 2002), Wunderli h (2000), Woolford (2001), and
Lee (2003), where deriving a tive patterns from the theory does not pose a problem but rather
follows straightforwardly from fa torial typology.) However, it is worth pointing out that a hidden
transitivity approa h to a tive en oding patterns would be

ompatible with the present approa h

without further ado if we were to assume that only the option of preserving the unmarked
feature (i.e., the

ase

feature of T) is available in intransitive
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ontexts in the numeration.

ase

arises, and this an be resolved by giving priority to one of the two Earliness requirements  whi h one, is subje t to language-spe i parametrization.29 As noted,
this amounts to a lo al optimization pro edure in syntax: Either the Earliness requirement for Merge outranks the Earliness requirement for Agree, or vi e versa;
and the lower-ranked requirement an be minimally violated (by postponing the
respe tive operation by one derivational step). However, there is an alternative way
of implementing the two possible solutions to the intedermina y problem at stage
Σ that does without onstraint ranking and onstraint violability; one that may in
fa t be independently motivated. Consider the question of how linking is brought
about in urrent derivational synta ti theories, i.e., how the order of Θ-roles in
argument stru tures of predi ates in the lexi on is mirrored by argument realization
in syntax.30 For examples like (17), the task is to derive that John1 is interpreted
as agent, a book2 as theme, and Mary3 as goal.
(17) John1 gave a book2 to Mary3
One possible strategy is to assume that synta ti positions are provided with xed
argument stru ture orrelates, su h that, e.g., a DP daughter of vP is interpreted
as agent, a DP daughter of VP is interpreted as theme, and a PP daughter of
V′ is interpreted as goal; su h an approa h is adopted in Adger (2003). On this
view, an example like (18) is lassied as ungrammati al be ause it emerges as
uninterpretable: The VP-internal arguments annot be asso iated with Θ-roles.
(18) *[ vP John
Agent

gave+v [ VP to Mary tV a book ℄℄
??

??

However, it is not really lear that this is the right approa h to take: A senten e like
(18) an perfe tly well be understood by speakers of English  it just happens to
violate formal rules of grammar. I would therefore like to adopt another approa h to
linking in minimalist grammars, one that has its roots in ategorial grammar and has
a long tradition in transformational and phrase stru ture grammar (see Lewis (1972),
Pollard & Sag (1994), Wunderli h (1997), and Le hner (2004), among many others).
A ording to this alternative approa h to linking, Θ-roles are ordered in lexi al
entries of predi ates, and they are mapped to a list of ategorial sub ategorization
features (i.e., stru ture-building features: [•F•℄) in reverse order, as s hemati ally
29 Or, as argued in He k & Müller (2007), phase-spe i

parametrization  i.e., the resolution of

the indetermina y on the vP level may dier from the resolution of the indetermina y on the CP
level, or on the DP level, within a single language.

30 I am assuming here a standard approa h to argument stru ture that relies on ordered lexi al
entries whi h predi t a hierar hy of

Θ-roles

(see, e.g., Bierwis h (1988), Wunderli h (1997), and

Heim & Kratzer (1998)). Things would be dierent under radi al approa hes like the one developed
in Borer (2004), where argument stru tures are not basi , but are read o synta ti
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representations.

depi ted in (19). There must then be a ondition ensuring that sub ategorization
features are dis harged one after the other, beginning at the top of the hierar hy
(see below for a spe i suggestion).
(19) a. Θ-roles:
Θ1 ≫ Θ2 ≫ Θ3
b. Sub ategorization features:
[•P•℄3 ≻ [•D•℄2 ≻ [•D•℄1

(Agent ≫

Theme

≫

Goal)

In addition, I assume that there an also be sub ategorization features that do
not go ba k to Θ-grids. These kinds of sub ategorization features play a role in
stru ture-building operations involving fun tional ategories, and they also enter
argument lists of lexi al items. For example, VP is not Θ-marked by v, but v
has a sub ategorization feature [•V•℄ that permits Merge of v and VP; and similar
reasonings apply in the ase of Merge (T,vP) and Merge (C,TP). At this point, the
question arises of how an external argument DP omes to be base-generated in the
spe ier of v. Based on Larson (1988) and subsequent work, two basi options have
been pursued. One possibility (adopted in approa hes that orrelate v with ausation
or some related semanti on ept; see Hale & Keyser (2002), Harley (1995), Kratzer
(1996), Adger (2003), Ram hand (2003), S häfer (2007), and referen es ited in
these works) is that Agent DPs are introdu ed by v. In the present approa h, this
would amount to a feature list [•V•℄ ≻ [•D•℄ on v, with V dis harged by Merge
(v,VP) before D is dis harged by Merge (v′ ,DP). On this view, transitive verbs
take only one argument; and ditransitive verbs sub ategorize for two (rather than
three) arguments. Alternatively, v is motivated solely by onsiderations pertaining
to phrase stru ture geometry; external arguments remain true arguments of V, even
though they are merged in the spe ier of v (see Haider (2000; 2006) for an analysis
along these lines, and Georgi & Müller (2007) for an implementation of this idea
in terms of head movement by reproje tion). Here I adopt the former view. It an
then be on luded that v has two sub ategorization features that trigger Merge 
one for the VP, and one for the external argument DP , and it has a probe feature
that triggers Agree with an argument that gets en oded by v.31 Sub ategorization
features ([•F•℄) must be ordered on lexi al items (like v), i.e., they are part of a
sta k. How do probe features ([∗F∗℄) of a lexi al item (say, v) t into this? Suppose
that they an in prin iple be interleaved with stru ture-building features ([•F•℄) on
a lexi al item; i.e., it is not ne essarily the ase that all sub ategorization features
31 Of ourse, v has two su h sub ategorization features only in lauses in whi h an external argument is present, not in intransitive una

usative

distin tion between the two types of v.
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ontexts. See Chomsky (2001) for a systemati

must be he ked before the rst probe feature of a lexi al item an be he ked
(however, a probe feature on top of feature sta k is always going to lead to a rash
of the derivation be ause it an never be dis harged  at the point where a topmost
probe feature must be he ked, there is no omplement  let alone spe ier  yet
in whi h it ould possibly nd a goal). As noted, given the existen e of feature
sta ks asso iated with lexi al items (possibly involving a mix of sub ategorization
features and probe features), there has to be a ondition that states that only the
highest feature on the feature hierar hy is visible for Agree or Merge operations at
any given stage of the derivation. This ondition an be formulated as part of a
general Earliness requirement; f. (20).
(20)

Earliness:
a. An operation-indu ing feature ([•F•] or [∗F∗]) must be he ked immediately.
b. Only the topmost operation-indu ing feature ([•F•] or [∗F∗]) of a lexi al
item is visible.

Thus, given (20), only the highest feature on the feature hierar hy is visible for
Agree and Merge at any given stage of the derivation. The on ept of feature
he king that is required for this analysis involves the notion of dis harge: A probe
or sub ategorization feature disappears (or be omes inert) after having triggered an
operation (Merge or Agree), and thus makes room for the next-lower feature on the
hierar hy. On the basis of these assumptions, the ergative/a usative parameter
does not rely on dierent rankings of the Earliness requirements for Merge and
Agree; rather, there is only one Earliness requirement, and the parameter is related
to the order in whi h v's [∗ ase:int∗℄ probe feature and [•D•℄ sub ategorization
feature show up on v's sta k of operation-indu ing features. This is shown in (21).32
32 Note that these hierar hies are only partial. The sub ategorization feature that triggers Merge
of v and VP (i.e., [ V ℄) must invariantly show up on top of both [∗

• •

ase:int∗℄

and [ D ℄ in v's

• •

feature sta k. This is so for two reasons. First, VP must be merged before an external argument
DP is merged in vP. And se ond (as noted above), probe features

annot be topmost for prin ipled

reasons on a lexi al item. This ex ludes four of the six logi ally possible hierar hies (indi ated here
by

#),

(i)

a.

leaving only the two hierar hies whi h

orrespond to those in (21). See (i-ab) vs. (i- def ).

• • ≻ [∗ ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•D•℄
b.
[•V•℄ ≻ [•D•℄ ≻ [∗ ase:int∗℄
. #[∗ ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•V•℄ ≻ [•D•℄
d. #[•D•℄ ≻ [•V•℄ ≻ [∗ ase:int∗℄
e. #[∗ ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•D•℄ ≻ [•V•℄
f. #[•D•℄ ≻ [∗ ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•V•℄
[ V ℄
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Ergative/a usative parameter:

(21)

a. [∗ ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•D•℄ on v: a usative en oding pattern
b. [•D•℄ ≻ [∗ ase:int∗℄ on v: ergative en oding pattern
If some language is equipped with a v on whi h the order is [∗ ase:int∗℄ ≻ [•D•℄,
Agree with a VP-internal DP takes pla e before the external argument DP is merged,
and an a usative pattern arises. If, on the other hand, the order on v is [•D•℄ ≻
[∗ ase:int∗℄, an external argument DP is merged rst (after v has been merged
with VP), and the newly formed spe ier turns out to provide the losest goal for
v's [∗ ase:int∗℄ feature whose turn it is next to be dis harged (see (7- )), yielding
an ergative en oding pattern.
So far, this reanalysis might look like a notational variant of the approa h laid
out in se tion 3 above.33 However, unlike the earlier approa h, the new analysis
turns out to make a simple a ount of tense/aspe t-based split ergativity possible.

5.2. Tense/Aspe t-Based Split Ergativity
In Hindi, a nominative-a usative pattern shows up in
whereas an ergative-absolutive pattern o urs in the perfe
(1990), Mohanan (1994), Dixon (1994), Woolford (2001),
Ura (2006) and Keine (2007), among many others. The
from Mahajan (1990).34
(22) a. Raam
toTii
Ram.mas -nom bread.fem-a

the imperfe tive aspe t,
tive aspe t; see Mahajan
Anand & Nevins (2006),
following data are taken

khaataa
thaa
eat.imp.mas be.past.mas

33 Still, it might be worth noting that this view of the basi ergative/a

usative parameter would

be more straightforwardly ompatible with approa hes that do not envisage
legitimate

onstraint ranking as a

on ept than the analysis I have adopted so far. Basi ally, under the present perspe tive,

all parametrization

ould be assumed to be lo ated in the properties of fun tional heads; see Borer

(1984), Chomsky (1995).

34 In addition, Hindi exhibits a version of a tive alignment in perfe tive ontexts: In intransitive
ontexts, sole arguments of una

usative verbs are absolutive-marked; in

of unergative verbs are ergative-marked  but only (a
argument

an be interpreted as

volitional.

ontrast, sole arguments

ording to standard wisdom) if the external

Compare (i-a) with (i-b) (volititional vs. non-volitional

interpretation with an unergative verb), and with (i- ) (una

usative verb); see Mohanan (1994),

Lee (2003).
(i)

a.

(Raam-do a aanak ²er

h
dik aa.)

dat suddenly lion-nom appear.perf)

(Ram-

`Ram suddenly saw a lion. He s reamed.'
b.

Us-ne/*vah

h
jaanbuuj kar

erg/*he-nom deliberately

he-

illaayaa

perf

shout-

`He shouted deliberately.'
.

Raam/*Raam-ne

giraa

nom/*Ram-erg fall-perf

Ram-
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Vah/*us-ne

nom/*he-erg s

he-

illaayaa
ream.

perf

`Ram (habitually) ate bread.'
b. Raam-ne roTii
khaayii
thii
Ram-erg bread-abs eat.perf.fem be.past.fem
`Ram had eaten bread.'
Assuming that the ergative/a usative parameter does not redu e to languagespe i ranking of Earliness requirements for Merge and Agree, but dierent feature
hierar hies for [•D•℄ and [∗ ase:int∗℄ on v in a language, a simple solution oers
itself for aspe t-based split ergativity in Hindi (and related phenomena in other languages): Suppose that a language is equipped with two types of v  one on whi h
the order is [•D•℄ > [∗ ase:int∗℄ (v1 , giving rise to an ergative en oding pattern),
and one that has a feature sta k in luding the order [∗ ase:int∗℄ > [•D•℄ (v2 ,
whi h produ es an a usative en oding pattern). Then, the o-o urren e of the
two patterns in a single language is to be expe ted. The only thing that remains
to be ensured for Hindi is that the right kind of v is hosen in the right kind of
aspe t. This is a simple matter of sele tion. Given that aspe tual information is
lo ated on T (though one ould just as well postulate a separate fun tional ategory
Asp between T and v), a perfe tive T sele ts v1 , and an imperfe tive T sele ts v2 .
For the sake of on reteness, this an be a hieved if it is assumed that T has a
sub ategorization feature [•v•℄, and this feature is a ompanied by a probe feature
[∗1∗℄ if T is [+perf℄, and by a probe feature [∗2∗℄ if T is [perf℄; orresponding goal
features [1℄, [2℄ hara terize the two v items of the language.35
In ontrast, note that the version of the present approa h to ergative vs. a usative patterns of argument en oding developed in the previous part of this paper
does not permit su h a simple approa h to tense/aspe t-based split ergativity: One
would have to assume that Earliness requirements are not asso iated with grammars
`Ram fell hard.'
I have nothing to say here about the question of whether the data in (i)

ould be integrated dire tly

into what is said about a tive ergative marking in se tion 4 (e.g., by assuming the non-volitional
subje t in (i-a) to be VP-internal after all), or whether they require some (perhaps non-trivial)
extension of the present system.

35 This is essentially as in Gazdar et al. (1985). Alternatively, instead of using dia riti s that
mediate between T's aspe tual feature and the order of probe and sub ategorization features on
v's feature sta k, one might pursue the hypothesis that T

an dire tly see what v's feature sta k

looks like, and sele t v appropriately. If one assumes that operation-indu ing features on v are
dis harged by the operation they trigger, sele tion of v by T will presumably have to be handled in
the numeration, rather than in the syntax (when T merges with vP, v has already lost its operationindu ing features); e.g., via

o-o

urren e restri tions. Alternatively, operation-indu ing features

may simply be ome inert after having been
feature a

he ked, in the sense that they make the next-lower

essible (see (20)) but are still visible for sele tion. Resolving these te hni al issues in

one or the other way does not bear on the basi

analysis, though.
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as a whole, or with phases (see He k & Müller (2007) and footnote 29); rather, they
would have to be spe ied for individual lexi al items, distinguishing between two
types of v in the ase at hand. Su h an assumption would ertainly be far from
impossible, but it might be viewed as somewhat less attra tive than the present
solution.
Under the present approa h, then, ergative and a usative turn out to be realizations of the very same ase feature in Hindi. Still, this does not imply that
they will have to be realized in the same way. Indeed, they are realized dierently
in Hindi  by -ne in one ase, and by Ø or -ko in the other ase.36 One and the
same abstra t ase feature [∗ ase:int∗℄ may well be realized as x in ontext A
(external argument DP), and as y in ontext B (internal argument DP), given that
morphologi al spell-out an depend on ontextual information (see Halle & Marantz
(1993), Bobaljik (2000), and Trommer (2003), among many others).
It seems likely that this kind of approa h an be generalized so as to over other
instan es of tense/aspe t-based split ergativity; however, the question requires lose
investigation for ea h ase that has been suggested in the literature.37
From a more general point of view, it an be noted that the present analysis
leaves open the question of whether there is an inherent relation between, say, past
tense (or perfe tive aspe t) and an ergative en oding pattern on the one hand,
and non-past tense (or imperfe tive aspe t) and a usative en oding pattern on the
other. If su h a orrelation (as it is suggested, e.g., by Dixon (1994)) an ultimately
be shown to exist (to determine this, a large sample of languages would have to be
36 The onditions for hoosing among the latter allomorphs are related to general laws of dierential
obje t marking. In this
redu e

all variation in

ontext, it is worth noting that it might in fa t ultimately be possible to

ase

marking in Hindi to issues of morphologi al realization, on the basis

of the assumption that there is but a single synta ti

en oding pattern. See Keine (2007) for an

analysis along these lines, with impoverishment operations in a Distributed Morphology approa h
to morphologi al realization taking over mu h of the work that is standardly, and also in the present
se tion, attributed to dieren es in synta ti

ase

assignment.

37 For instan e, tense-based split ergativity in Georgian or Burushaski would follow under basi ally

• • >
ase:int∗℄ > [•D•℄, whi h

the same kinds of assumptions: If T is [+past℄, a v is sele ted that exhibits the order [ D ℄
[∗

ase:int∗℄; if T is [past℄, it requires a v with the reverse hierar

predi ts an ergative pattern in the former

ase, and an a

hy [∗

usative pattern in the latter.

This

analysis may be straightforward for Georgian, but it turns out that the situation might not be
quite as simple in Burushaski: In Burushaski, there is no marking whatsoever in (what would be
predi ted as) the a

usative en oding pattern (Dixon (1994, 100)). Therefore, I take it to be an

open question whether Burushaski does indeed involve a true synta ti
or whether postulating a uniform ergative pattern, with systemati

ase

feature in non-past

ontexts in the morphologi al

analysis. See the previous footnote.
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split in en oding patterns,

non-realization of the ergative

omponent, might oer a more adequate

investigated), this might arguably imply that the present approa h would have to
be modied so as to apture the generalization. For the time being, it may su e
to note that existing approa hes to tense/aspe t-based split ergativity generally do
not seem to fare mu h better with respe t to the issue of deriving the putative
generalization.38

5.3. Clause Type-Based Split Ergativity
As shown above (see (5)), Sierra Popolu a exemplies a relatively anoni al system of ergative ase en oding by agreement (head marking). Still, as noted by
Elson (1960, 208) and Marlett (1986, 364), in ertain kinds of lauses this system
is repla ed with an a usative pattern of argument en oding. More spe i ally, this
ae ts temporal adjun t lauses that do not have a Spanish omplementizer (the native temporal omplementizer is mu (`when'), whi h alternates with Spanish uando
(`when')); and to some extent also lauses embedded under intransitive verbs. Consider (23-ab), whi h involves an a usative pattern in embedded lauses introdu ed
by mu.
(23) a. mu an-n1k
when 1.nom-go
`when I went'
b. mu an-i²
a:ñ
when 1.nomsee snake
`when I saw a snake'
38 Dixon's (1994) own a
stru ture of
the

ount remains largely impressionisti , drawing analogies to the typi al

rime novels.

In optimality-theoreti

approa hes, a uniform pattern arises: Taking

ase of Hindi as a representative example, all existing analyses seem to agree that the ee t

is due to a high-ranked

onstraint that is a tive in perfe tive

that an (otherwise expe ted) a

ontexts only, and that ensures

usative en oding pattern is suppressed in these

of an ergative en oding pattern. Thus, Woolford's (2001) high-ranked
demands that ergative
optimal output; this

ase (assumed to be inherent on a
onstraint outranks an opposite

be absent throughout (it does so su
ranked

Faith-Lex

onstraint).

ertain

onstraint

essfully in imperfe tive

ontexts in favour

onstraint

Faith-Lexperf

lass of verbs) is realized in an

*Erg

that requires ergative to

ontexts for whi h there is no high-

Similarly, in Kiparsky's (1999) analysis there is a high-ranked

onstraint Max([+lr℄)/[+perf ℄ with the same ee t: [+lr℄ stands for the ergative
onstraint demands that this
onstraint against ergative

ase be realized in perfe tive environments. Given that the general
ase is ranked lower, ergative is su essfully imposed in perfe tive

ontexts. Yet another version of this optimality-theoreti
A ranking

Ergperf ≫ *Erg

ase, and the

onnes ergative

ase

reasoning

an be found in Lee (2003):

to perfe tive environments in Hindi. Finally,

Stiebels (2000; 2002) presents an analysis that is minimally dierent in that the basi
reversed: *[+lr℄/[perf ℄ (whi h prohibits ergative marking in imperfe tive
general

onstraint stating that external arguments in transitive

this latter, lower-ranked

onstraint

is

ontexts) outranks a

lauses are always marked ergative;

an then only spring into a tion, and indu e ergative
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logi

ase, in

Here, an (internal or external) argument of an intransitive predi ate is marked in
the same way as the external argument of a transitive verb. This an be taken to
imply that, as we have just seen for Hindi (Georgian, Burushaski), two types of v
are present in the language: As the default ase, v1 is hosen from the numeration
in Sierra Popolu a; on v1 , the relevant operation-indu ing sub ategorization and
probe features are ordered in su h a way that they produ e an ergative en oding
pattern (viz., [•D•℄ > [∗ ase:int∗℄). However, the language is also equipped with a
se ond v, v2 , whi h indu es an a usative marking pattern (via the feature hierar hy
[∗ ase:int∗℄ > [•D•℄); v2 is sele ted by ertain kinds of C (viz., either one with
the features [+native,+temporal℄, or one that an be embedded under intransitive
verbs). Thus, the a ount is fully parallel to the one given for tense/aspe t-based
split ergativity in the pre eding se tion; the only relevant dieren e is that this time,
it is the type of C node (rather than the type of T node) that determines whi h
v is sele ted  one that indu es ergative marking or one that indu es a usative
marking. At this point, the te hni al issue arises of how sele tion of v by C an be
a omplished. However, sin e several plausible possibilities suggest themselves (options in lude sele tion mediated by T; sele tion via feature o-o urren e restri tions
that apply in the numeration; and dire t sele tion of one phase head by another, f.
perfe tive

ontexts.

As for alternative minimalist approa hes, Ura (2006) proposes an analysis that looks fairly simple
at rst sight: The relevant tense/aspe t information responsible for ergative
lo ated on v (rather than on T). As a matter of fa t, Ura suggests that the
with v

is

the tense/aspe t-related feature; so ergative/a

ase is assumed to be
ase feature asso iated

usative in ee t is tense/aspe t of v

on DP (see Williams (1994) and Pesetsky & Torrego (2001) for related ideas). In my view, the
asso iation of inherent tense/aspe t features with v may be
system of

onsidered somewhat dubious; in a

lausal stru ture that envisages only two fun tional heads below C, it should surely

be T, not v, where this kind of information is lo ated (also see footnote 7 of Ura (2006, 141)).
Alternatively, one might assume that whereas tense/aspe t information is inherently lo ated on
T, the relevant features may also show up on v as a result of Agree (see, e.g., Adger (2003), who
argues for this on the basis of morphologi al realization). However, one would then either have
to give up the assumption that probes are non-interpretable (tense/aspe t is interpretable on T,
and it would have to be uninterpretable on v), or one would have to abandon the hypothesis
that probes

- ommand goals (if v a ts as the probe); note that these are assumptions that

maintained in the present analysis despite adopting a

an be

he king (as opposed to valuation) approa h.

Furthermore, if tense/aspe t on v is a goal feature (with tense/aspe t on T an interpretable probe),
this feature would have to have a dual status; for

ase

assignment to a DP, it would have to be

a probe in addition.  Finally, in addition to these problems, whi h are primarily of a
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on eptual

Chomsky (2005a)), I will not dwell on this issue here.39
Similar lause type-based splits have been reported for other languages (see
Dixon (1994, 101-104)), and similar analyses an presumably be given on the basis
of the present approa h.40

5.4. Three-Way Systems
Before I turn to person-based split ergativity, three-way languages need to be
addressed. Here, ergative ase and a usative ase seem to o-exist together
with nominative (absolutive) ase; see, for instan e, Dixon (1994), Bittner & Hale
(1996b), Woolford (1997), Kiparsky (1999), and Stiebels (2002). The following data
from Antekerrepenhe (Central Australia) in (24) and Nez Per e (Penutian) in (25)
ome from Bittner & Hale (1996a, 51-52) (also see Woolford (1997) for a detailed
dis ussion of Nez Per e).
(24) a. Arengke-le aye-nhe ke-ke
dog-erg me-a
bite-pst
`The dog bit me.'
b. Apwerte-le athe arengke-nhe we-ke
stones-ins I-erg dog-a
pelt-pst
`I pelted the dog with stones.'
. Arengke nterre-ke
dog-nom run-pst
`The dog ran.'
and/or te hni al nature, there is the empiri al problem that Ura's analysis requires additional

ase does not depend on perfe

assumptions for languages where ergative

tive aspe t or past tense.

39 Note in identally that the markers that Sierra Popolu a uses for ergative
texts

ase in default onase in embedded temporal lauses with a native
absolutive ase in standard environments and for a -

orrespond to those it uses for nominative

omplementizer; similarly, the markers for
usative

ase

in the restri ted

ontext are morphologi ally identi al.

At rst sight, this might

seem to favour theories of argument en oding in whi h ergative is the same
and absolutive the same

ase as a

ase as nominative,

usative; see Levin & Massam (1985), Chomsky (1995,

h.3),

Bobaljik (1993), and other referen es in footnote 21. This potential problems disappears if morphologi al realization

an take into a

ount

ontextual information (in addition to the respe tive

features themselves). In addition, note that the markers used for ergative

ase

also show up DP-internally as exponents of possession; so they are

single synta ti

ase

ase and for nominative
learly not

onned to a

domain (like the vP). Still, integrating this morphologi al eviden e would require

a reanalysis of the approa h to exponen e of argument en oding given in Müller (2006).

40 For instan e, in Päri (Niloti ), there is generally an ergative argument en oding pattern, but in
purposive

lauses, an a

usative pattern arises, with the sole (internal or external) argument of an

intransitive verb marked in the same way as the external argument of a transitive verb. Again, it
seems likely that the relevant dieren e

an be tied to a property of C.
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(25) a. Wewúkiye-ne pée-'wi-ye
háama-nm
elk-a j
3i .3j -shoot-prf man-ergi
`The man shot an elk.'
b. Hi-páayn-a háama
3i -arrive-prf man-nom
`The man arrived.'
Sin e the present approa h lo ates the sour e for ergative and a usative in the ase
feature of one and the same head (viz., v), it might seem at rst sight as though
three-way languages pose a severe problem for a synta ti analysis (that identies
two distin t ases, ergative and a usative) in the present framework.41 In view of
this state of aairs, one might ontemplate assigning the languages in question a synta ti ally simple (ergative or a usative) marking pattern, where either the ergative
is reanalyzed as a nominative in an a usative system, or the a usative is reanalyzed
as an absolutive in an ergative system, and the apparent ergative/nominative alternation or a usative/absolutive alternation is a ounted for in the morphologi al
omponent (see, e.g., Murasugi (1992)).
For the sake of on reteness, suppose that three-way systems are basi ally a usative systems (re all that an absolutive of ergative en oding patterns is typi ally
morphologi ally unmarked on a DP, whereas a nominative of a usative en oding
patterns an be marked on a DP). Then, we have to assume that there are nominative allomorphs, e.g., le and Ø in Antekerrepenhe. In Distributed Morphology (Halle
& Marantz (1993)), ine tional morphology is post-synta ti : It realizes morphosynta ti feature bundles that are present in X0 positions in the syntax. Between
syntax and morphology, morpho-synta ti features are sometimes deleted; su h a
deletion is brought about by impoverishment rules. Suppose now that Antekerrepenhe has an impoverishment rule like (26).
(26) [
41 In

ase:ext℄

→ Ø/ v[¬∗case∗]

ontrast, optimality-theoreti

approa hes like those mentioned above predi t three-way lan-

guages to be entirely unmarked, on a par with regular ergative and a
patterns.

ase

usative argument en oding

Simplifying a bit, these kinds of analyses typi ally envisage two

onstraints indu ing

marking  one that requires ergative marking for external arguments of transitive verbs,

and one that requires a

usative marking for internal arguments of transitive verbs ( all these

onstraints E and A). In addition, there is a

oni ting

onstraint that blo ks realization of

marking (*C). Consquently, fa torial typology implies that there
four basi

grammar types: (i) A ranking E

a ranking A

≫

*C

≫

E gives rise to an a

≫

*C

≫

ase

an be four rankings that produ e

A produ es a standard ergative pattern; (ii)

usative pattern; (iii) *C

≫

E, A results in no

ase

marking for either external or internal argument of a transitive verb; (iv), and nally, a ranking
E, A

≫

*C

reates a three-way language. Arguably, su h a treatment fails to ree t the highly

marked status of three-way languages

ross-linguisti ally.
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A ording to (26), nominative ase annot be morphologi ally realized on an external
or internal argument of v[¬∗case∗] , i.e, of a v that does not have a ase feature to
assign.42 Note that this would imply that he ked probe features be ome inert
but do not delete  otherwise a post-synta ti morphology ould not distinguish
between a v that does not assign ase in the rst pla e be ause it shows up in an
intransitive stru ture, and a v that has he ked ase with an internal argument.
One might argue that su h an analysis gives rise to a potential on eptual problem
in that what arguably looks like a fun tional motivation for ergative en oding in the
syntax is mimi ked in morphology. I do not think that this problem is a real one,
though; quite on the ontrary, su h an approa h would give a fun tional motivation
to impoverishment operations, and thereby strengthen the overall on ept. However,
a morphologi al approa h may raise other problems that are real; Legate (2005;
2006) (for Warlpiri, Djapu, and Kugu Nganheara) and Bierkandt (2006) (for Diyari)
argue that there is eviden e for the synta ti presen e of three ases. For this reason,
I take it to be worth pursuing the question of whether the present approa h ould
be extended to over three-way systems in syntax after all.
As it turns out, this is very well possible. Pro eeding on the assumption that
three-way languages are a marked phenomenon, we an assume that what is marked
is that v an ex eptionally be equipped with two [∗ ase:int∗℄ features. In transitive
ontexts, there are thus three potential ase features: [∗ ase:ext∗℄ on T, and two
identi al ase features on v: [∗ ase:int∗℄, [∗ ase:int∗℄. In su h a s enario, the very
same dilemma arises that we have seen to arise with two ase features ([∗ ase:ext∗℄
on T, [∗ ase:int∗℄ on v) in intransitive ontexts: There is one more ase feature
than there are argument DPs for he king. Again, one of the ase features has
to disappear. As before, suppression of the surplus feature is for ed by a general
onstraint on numerations. Feature Balan e is repeated here from (9).
(27)

Feature Balan e:
For every feature spe i ation [∗F:α∗℄, there must be a mat hing feature spe i ation [F:α℄.

Whi h of the three features (two of them identi al) has to go? It seems plausible to
assume that [∗ ase:int∗℄ on v an never go away if there are both DPext and DPint
in the numeration (see Marantz (1991), Bittner & Hale (1996b), and Wunderli h
(1997), where [∗ ase:int∗℄ is in fa t dened by the presen e of an external argument
- ommanding an internal argument). Consequently, if there are two [∗ ase:int∗℄
42 Thus, su h an approa h to three-way language types would be similar in all relevant respe ts
to the impoverishment-based approa h to argument en oding in Hindi developed in Keine (2007)
that was mentioned above.
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features present on v, [∗ ase:ext∗℄ annot be instantiated on T in the numeration in
transitive ontexts (alternatively, it is deleted; see above). As a result, in a usative
as well as ergative systems, DPext and DPint must both bear [ ase:int℄ in transitive ontexts. However, in intransitive ontexts, only the unmarked ase feature is
instantiated: [∗ ase:ext∗℄ shows up on T (and no [∗ ase:int∗℄ feature an show up
on v, let alone two of them).
To sum up this subse tion, three-way languages an either be integrated into the
present approa h by pursuing the hypothesis that loser inspe tion may reveal the
underlying systems to involve anoni al ergative or a usative en oding patterns after all (with the apparent three-way distin tions a ounted for morphologi ally, e.g.,
by impoverishment); or they an be handled by assuming that v may ex eptionally
bear two ase features. Needless to say, the two possibilities are not mutually exlusive: The morphologi al approa h may well be orre t for some languages, and
the synta ti approa h for others.

5.5. Person-Based Split Ergativity
Let me end this paper with some brief spe ulations on how to analyze person-based
split ergativity. The phenomenon that has re eived most attention in the literature
is person-based split ergativity in Dyirbal (see Dixon (1972; 1994)). In Dyirbal, an
external argument DP of a transitive verb is marked ergative if it is a 3rd person
pronoun or an item to the right of it on the person/anima y s ale in (28) (see
Silverstein (1976) for the original s ale, and Aissen (1999; 2003) for a systemati
re onstru tion). In ontrast, an internal argument DP of a transitive verb is marked
a usative if it is a 1st or 2nd person pronoun. All other types of argument DP fail
to be en oded by an overt marker.
(28)

Person/anima y s ale:
1st person pronoun > 2nd person pronoun > 3rd person pronoun > proper
name > ommon noun, human > ommon noun, animate > ommoun noun,
inanimate

At least at rst sight, Dyirbal would thus seem to belong to the lass of languages
that exhibit three-way systems, as dis ussed in the previous se tion. In line with
this, the strategies for analysis are omparable: A person-based split may in prin iple
be either a synta ti or a morphologi al phenomenon. Su h splits often seem to be
fun tionally motivated in the sense that only unexpe ted, atypi al ongurations are
marked. A morphologi al analysis ould look as follows: There is a zero allomorph Ø
that results from impoverishment, where impoverishment rules might be motivated
by fun tional onsiderations in orporating the Silverstein hierar hy in (28). Su h an
approa h would seem to suggest itself for simpler ases of person-based argument
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en oding systems, among them most of the ases of dierential subje t and obje t
marking dis ussed in Aissen (1999; 2003). For Dyirbal, it would imply postulating
a two- ase system, with impoverishment operations that pre lude morphologi al
realization of ase features on prototypi al external and internal arguments; on
this view, the ase features are only retained (for morphologi al realization) on
3rd person pronouns (and lower-ranked items on the person/anima y s ale) that are
external arguments of transitive verbs, and on 1st or 2nd person pronouns that a t
as internal arguments of transitive verbs; in all other environments, ase features
would be deleted.
Alternatively, one may adopt a synta ti approa h that envisages three stru tural
ases (ergative, a usative, and nominative/absolutive). This would basi ally be as
in the ases dis ussed in the previous se tion. However, there would be an additional
ompli ation: With simple three-way systems, the only relevant fa tor determining
whi h ase features are present is whether the verb is transitive or intransitive. In
addition to this dieren e between transitive and intransitive verbs, ase feature
instantiation in numerations in Dyirbal would have to be sensitive to properties
of the arguments (i.e., their rank on the person/anima y s ale). Te hni ally, the
required rules for ase feature instantiations in the numeration in languages like
Dyirbal do not pose any problem whatsoever; but sin e I take it to be far from lear
that a simpler, purely morphologi al approa h is ex luded, I will not pursue the
matter any more at this point.

6. Con luding Remarks
Let me sum up the main laims of this paper. I have suggested two parameters for
argument en oding whi h are a tive in dierent omponents of grammar: Whether
a language employs a usative marking or ergative marking is de ided in the syntax, by resolving an indetermina y in the order of the elementary operations Merge
and Agree on the vP y le. Whether a language employs a tive marking or not is
de ided in the numeration, i.e., pre-synta ti ally, by resolving an indetermina y in
the preservation of ase feature spe i ations in intransitive ontexts via markedness ( hoi e of the unmarked feature spe i ation), i oni ity ( hoi e of the feature
spe i ation with the same markedness status as the argument) or status-mat hing
( hoi e of the feature spe i ation mat hing the status  external vs. internal  of
the argument).
To the extent that this approa h su eeds in apturing the main argument enoding patterns in a simple way, it has potential reper ussions on the theory of
parametrization: In the original version, it suggests that parametri variation annot ex lusively be due to variation in the (fun tional) lexi on, and that there must
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be a limited de ision spa e in the appli ation of elementary operations in the syntax and in the numeration. However, it has turned out that extending the analysis
to ases of tense/aspe t-based (or lause-based) split ergativity might suggest a
minimal modi ation of the general approa h that ties all parametri variation to
properties of lexi al items (v, in the ase at hand) after all. If this latter approa h
is on the right tra k, a more onservative approa h to ross-linguisti variation an
be maintained.
Furthermore, and independently of whi h of the two basi versions of the general hypothesis is adopted (ranking Earliness requirements for Merge and Agree vs.
diverging feature hierar hies on v), it is worth emphasizing that the present analysis
ru ially depends on an in remental-derivational approa h to syntax; the dieren e
between an a usative and an ergative pattern boils down to whether DPext is or is
not yet part of the stru ture when the ase feature of v triggers Agree.
To end this paper, let me stress that what pre edes is not intended to be a omprehensive theory of a usative vs. ergative patterns of argument en oding; for this,
the analysis would have to be extended in various dire tions. I will here onne myself to mentioning two of them. First, in this paper I have only been on erned with
`morphologi al ergativity' (i.e., formal argument en oding by ase or agreement),
and not at all with `synta ti ergativity' (i.e., ases where DPext and DPint of Vi ,
and DPint of Vt are systemati ally treated on a par in the syntax by pro esses different from argument en oding); see Comrie (1989), Bobaljik (1993), Dixon (1994),
and Bittner & Hale (1996a), among others. And se ond, movement to Spe T has
been negle ted in the pre eding dis ussion; but this operation seems to be related
to the nature of argument en oding to some extent. Possibly, these two issues ultimately redu e to the question of whi h argument qualies as most `prominent' (i.e.,
whi h argument a quires `subje t' or `pivot' properties). Relevant fa tors here inlude (a) external ase and (b) external argument status. With a usative marking
patterns, the two properties usually onverge (with notable ex eptions like I elandi
quirky ase subje ts); with ergative marking patterns, they usually diverge, and this
may plausibly be taken to underlie the substantial variation in promotion to subje t
status that an be observed in the are of languages employing an ergative argument
en oding pattern.
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